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ISMUN has always been synonymous with a steadfast commitment to excellence
and a drive to exceed expectations. It is a haven for ideas to collide, merge and
metamorphose as they address issues born out of power and privilege.
As I see it, it is where ordinary high-school students are moulded into highly
diplomatic, often sarcastic, intellectuals with broadened perspectives and a sense of
global responsibility. But, what is the ISMUN to me?
It is where I started my journey of MUNs, four years ago. It is where I have seen the
greatest verbal arsenals being forged, with enough firepower to tear down and create
anew the strongest defenses. It is where the most hilarious tongue-in-cheek replies
will earn you huge applause (I remember Israel refusing to acknowledge Palestine
because they “might as well have been the delegate of Wakanda”; Israel went on to
win Best Delegate).
I love the people who bring it together. I love the people who it brings together.
A result of the untiring efforts of the upcoming generation, it is undeniable proof
that there is more hope for the future than we give it credit for.
This time, built upon a solid foundation of innumerable brainstorming sessions,
creative epiphanies and collective all-nighters, ISMUN 2K22 proved to be the most
dynamic and heart-racing event ever. 
Each and every member of the committee was made to think and invest their
energies in debating issues that were so much bigger than them. Their beliefs did
stand shaken to the very core. They did discover a new version of themselves.
This ISMUN was for the brave of heart and spirit.
Everybody got to expand their repertoire of skills, opinions and absolute sass, and
nobody left here empty-handed.

- Naavya Shetty
Secretary General

ISMUN 2K22

 

A Letter from the

Secretary General 
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A writer will often paint a picture of their version of the truth. But, a reporter
will always try to explore new angles, understand a myriad of perspectives
and dig deep beneath the surface in order to capture the essence of their story.
From being silent onlookers to keen observers; from just stringing words
together to strategizing the use of every word and from being  writers to being
reporters- it is quite a journey. Watching each and every member in my team
grow and submit beautiful pieces on the committee proceedings at  ISMUN
2K22 has been a fulfilling and proud experience. As I see them coming out of
their shells, expressing themselves and making their voice heard,  I marvel at
the role ISMUN has played in shaping their growth as reporters. 
The reporters have worked relentlessly, hanging on to every detail, every
word spoken, every speech given and every comment made by the delegates
and the executive board members.  Their commitment to the job and way with
words are commendable.  
To the readers, who  give this newsletter a purpose and are looking to us to
take you through the ISMUN experience, thank you for reading and enjoying
our work. I am especially proud of the special issues on the first ever mascot
designed for ISMUN, the UNSC-UNGA Plenary committee and the witty but
encaptivating roasts column. Hope you enjoy our little additions and
experiments to this year's press release.
Being the  Press Head at ISMUN 2K22 has been an honour and I will always
cherish these three days as one of my best MUN experiences.
Kudos! 

-Kshiti Alaspurkar           
Head, International Press
ISMUN 2K22                 

 

Press editor's address
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Special issue: The Making

of the Mascot

"The polar bear was selected keeping in my mind
that ISMUN is returning as a offline conference
after two long years of hibernation. My primary
principle for the mascot was simply that it should
be cute. Arky's sprawled out design was its
fundamental state- enjoying life at its own pace.
From there, it evolved into the more fun, lumbering
Arky, who rushes headfirst into every situation
without losing its infectious lovable energy.
Finally, its last evolution into the current Arky was
the one that aligned most with the idea of ISMUN-
a settled, deliberative mind that resolves to debate
rather than argue, and that can advocate and
articulate its ideologies with rationality and
patience." 
-Vidya Lakshminarayanan, Assistant Head, Design

Arky- The Polar Bear 
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“Light is what guides a person through a difficult time.”
The International Singhania MUN embarked with the
propitious lamp lighting ceremony that was graced by
acclaimed Chief guest Dr. Radhakrishnan Pillai, and
mentors, Mrs. Gladys Cabral and Mrs. Kanchanmala
Chabukswar of Singhania Schools.

 

the Opening Ceremony in

all its glory

The Charge d'affaires welcomed the gathering
which was sequenciated by the euphonious
Ganesh Vandana, performed majestically by
fellow Sulonians.
The message of revered Mrs. Revathi
Srinivasan, the Director of Education and
Principal, in absentia, was shared with the
audience by Mr. Narsimha Iyer, the teacher in-
charge of ISMUN 2022.

Principal madam's address said," It gives me greater pride when the event has some
intellectual  deliberations on global  matters . Today I am really happy that we have the
ISMUN with all of you as speakers." Her message not only sparked an illuminating light
on everyone but also captivated them with its intrinsic encouragement and erudition.
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opening ceremony; pictures

to pique your interest
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UNGA: 
Mrs. Prajakta Bhide is an ‘Assistant Professor’ at the Vivekanand Education
Society’s College of Arts, Science and Commerce. She has been a civil service
aspirant and a Spanish language trainer. She is pursuing her PhD in Public Policy.

AIPPM: 
A lawyer by profession, Mr. Sahil Malhotra is an advocate enrolled with the Bar
Council of Maharashtra and Goa. He holds a B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) degree from the
National Law University, Delhi. 

UNEP:
Dr Lata Ghanshamnani is the Owner of Senses Eye & ENT Hospital ,Thane She is
an MBBS (Gold Medalist) , MS Ophthal, DNB, DOMS Co Founder , NGO
Nisarg foundation management practice. 

CCC: 
Ms. Shefali Ramasubramanian leads the faculty for Global Politics, History and
Global Perspectives at Nahar International School, Mumbai and was formerly a
part of the Mithibai Junior College of Arts at Vile Parle, Mumbai, as the visiting
faculty for Political Science. 

UNEGE:
Dr Priti Prabhughate is a social development professional with over 20 years of
experience working on issues of gender and development in marginalized
communities.

Guest Speakers

at a glance
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ECOSOC:
Mrs. Aparna Kulkarni is an Assistant Professor, St. Xavier's College, Mumbai having more
than 6 years of experience of teaching Economics in Degree College. She has been a part
of the teaching-learning and evaluation system of higher education along with good
experience of academic research. 

CRIP 
Mr. Arun Singh - the Assistant Professor of the Department of History at St. Xavier’s
College and Member of the B.A History syllabus drafting committee at Homi Bhabha
University, Mumbai. 

GCOSE:
Mr. Tushar Jadhav is an ex-DRDO Scientist and Aerospace Engineer. He had always
envisioned that space can help solve mankind’s problems. He started working on this
vision as he led India's first student satellite building program at IIT Bombay and later led
its launch on the indigenous ISRO PSLV C35. 

UNSC:
Dr. Vaibhavi Palsule the Vice Principal and Head of the Department of Political Science in
Ramnarain Ruia College of Arts and Science, Matunga. She has Twenty three years of
teaching experience at the undergraduate level. 

DISEC:
An IIM Indore alumni and Mechanical engineer, Commander Abhishek Kankan is a
submariner, technocrat, project manager, administrator, marine commando, SCUBA diver,
paratrooper and mountaineer,and is currently one of the most popular & sought-after
motivational speakers, corporate trainers and coach in India. 

Guest Speakers

at a glance 
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UNGA 

Ms. Prajakta Bhide, an assistant professor at
Vivekanand Education Society of Arts, Science and
Commerce opened up the session which stimulated a
heated discussion about the relations between food
and conflict and revealed the primary catalysts of food
shortage. Further reflection led to the discussion of
solutions, which involve improving international
cooperation. The constructive discussion ended with a
question that incited introspection within the
delegates: is food aid a problem or solution?

AGENDA: To address the alarming correlation between Food Security and Conflict and
find effective solutions to eradicate this vicious cycle.
DIRECTOR: Rhesa Rony
ASST. DIRECTOR: Harsh Modi
MODERATOR: Mahek Mundhra
REPORTERS: Ananya Sanwal, Sanika Shetty
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Manya, Sharman

Countries like Yemen, Angola, and South Sudan
are suffering from food crisis, with the most
concerning issue in the countries being the death
of 10,000 children because of malnutrition. The
delegates from the USA and China, among others,
stated that their governments are interested in
developing an international consensus to eradicate
food insecurity. 

United Nations General assembly  
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The Russian delegate, seemingly
articulating the lack of food due to the
political tensions between Russia and
Ukraine, rightly quoted, "When two
elephants fight, it is the grass that is
trampled."



UNSC

The session commenced with the introduction
of the esteemed guest Dr. Vaibhavi Palsule,
Vice Principal and Head of Department,
Political Science of Ruia College with 23 years
of experience in teaching. The primary
question addressed by her was the concept of
sovereignty, its true nature, and its main
purpose. With a topic that kept all the delegates
on the edge of their seats, the session revolved
around these questions with various references
to historical events. It was an enriching session
followed by nerve-wracking questions.

AGENDA :Violation of State Sovereignty by Member Nations
DIRECTOR: Satej Prabhughate
ASST. DIRECTOR: Garv Chaturvedi
MODERATORS: Tia Karkhanis
REPORTERS: Aparna Menon, Shruti Rane, Priyana Jain
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Shreshth, Kashish

United Nations Security Council 

The General Speakers List kick-started the session whereby countries articulated their
stance on the agenda - ‘Violation of State sovereignty.' Russia and Ukraine formulated
their sides vigorously. Ukraine accused Russia of stolen sovereignty, to which Russia
retorted that minorities in Ukraine face peril. Directives of the debate kept speakers on
their toes. Post debates, the session concluded with an unmoderated caucus.
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SPECIAL ISSUE: UNSC AND

UNGA PLENARY COMMITTEE
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The UNGA and UNSC conciliated for a joint
session on account of critical emergencies.
According to Afghanistan and North Korea,
Taiwan fell under the Chinese government and
hence was not eligible to join NATO.
Afghanistan dauntlessly asseverated NATO’s
activities of trying to conquer western Asia and
now setting their eyes on eastern Asia.   

The President of Taiwan claimed that
China, who gave Ukraine permission to
set up an embassy in Taipei, entirely
ignored Taiwan’s sovereignty, evincing
China’s claims over Taiwan are
fabricated. 

Meanwhile, the government of
Taiwan was considered a terrorist
organization by the government of
China. In its defense, the USA
inculpated China of increasing its
military threats around Taiwan and
said it was doing its sole purpose of
"protecting Taiwan" by the provision
of F22 jets. 



UNEP
United Nations Environment Program 

Dr. Lata Ghanshamani addressed the
delegates of UNEP. She explained to the
delegates the importance of "system thinking"
with emphasis on collective participation and
perspective to get the right solution. She
enlightened the delegates about helping the
underdeveloped and developing countries.
"Don't create any solution without taking the
repercussions under consideration, we are just
focusing on predicting, proposing and
discussing solutions." 

AGENDA: Discussing the necessity and efficacy of Green Hydrogen with
reference to the COP26 declaration
DIRECTOR: Kapil Krishnan
ASST. DIRECTOR: Ashika Shetty
MODERATOR: Apurva Junnarkar
REPORTERS: Niharika Karnik, Drishikha Varma
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Prajana, Sarvesh

“Educate citizens before implementing green hydrogen laws” was strongly stated by
Germany. The current global environmental conditions were highlighted as a “code
red” by the USA with imposing arguments. The importance of geographical location
and climatic conditions in production of Green hydrogen was put forth by South
Africa. Adverse effects of wars on the environment was a key topic discussed, which
led to heated arguments amongst nations.
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UNEP
United Nations Environment Program 
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“Wars are a result of failure of
diplomacy” was the central theme
discussed for solving the crisis of Iraq
waging a nuclear war on Kuwait.
Sovereignty and pride of Kuwait should
not be compromised, even if it means
further degradation of the environment,
claimed North Korea. 

The USA was attacked by several
countries for being the instiga tor of most
wars. A heated debate between South
Africa and North Korea concerning the
integrity and efficiency of diplomats in
wars was the spotlight of the day. 

The proceeding ended on a humorous note when the
guest delegate of Iraq commented that the
arguments by the USA are so irrelevant that it
seemed as if they were shooting a “prank video.”



DISEC
Disarmament and International Security 

Abhishek Kankan, the guest speaker for DISEC spoke
about the increasing influence of military privatization
in the modern world, done with the intention to
continue anonymity and save assets. With the
increasing conflicts between India and Pakistan
regarding Kashmir and all other kinds of war be it on
land, in air or in water, the guest speaker introduced the
delegates to the elite fighting force: MARCOS who
have conducted various missions in such wars,
succeeding in ‘choking up’ the enemy and leading to
our ‘well deserved’ win. 

AGENDA: The role of private military and security companies in armed conflict
DIRECTOR: Dheer Doshi
ASST. DIRECTOR: Drishti Thakkar
MODERATOR: Paanini Vaidya
REPORTERS: Palak Sinha, Keerthi Ramasubramanian
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Eeshan, Priyanshi

The session started with the delegates proposing
points for the agenda ‘Role of Private Military
and Security Companies (PMSCs) in armed
conflicts’. The EB started with questions,
followed by the delegates getting into a 2v2
argument consisting of Israel and Japan against
Palestine and Lebanon. 
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Questions regarding favoritism in the UN and issues
of ‘bullying’ of smaller unions by so-called
superpowers arise. This is followed by a heated 1v1
between Russia and Ukraine.



DISEC
Disarmament and International Security 
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A moderated caucus was introduced after the session began, whose slow
pace got interrupted by a crisis. A third intifada began as the leader of
Hamas was executed by the Israeli armed forces.
The Hamas declared an uprising
in the middle of the session and
delegates were forced to come up
with a resolution. The delegates
were divided in their loyalties
between the states as they put
forth their points.

After an unmoderated caucus, the
resolution for the crisis was
presented to the chair and passed
with an overwhelming majority
vote. The crisis was averted.



UNEGE

Dr. Priti Prabhughate, the guest speaker for the
committee conducted a very interactive session
wherein she talked about the national family
health survey which concluded that sundry girls
in India are closing the education gap of primary
education but more than 50% could not complete
further studies.
The zenith of the elucidating session was the
palaver on abortion. 73 million people still seek
abortion and in India 67% of the abortions
conducted are illegal. She enlightened the
delegates by telling them how women cannot
assert their independence as well as their rights.

AGENDA: Ensuring equal access to physical and mental healthcare for individuals of all
genders with special emphasis on reproductive rights
DIRECTOR: Anushka Desai
ASST. DIRECTOR: Anwesha Mishra
MODEATOR: Shwetha Sriram
REPORTERS: Samantha Paul, Shreyash Shrivastava
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Amaan, Prisha

United Nations Entity for Gender Equality

The committee commenced with every country
portraying their stance on their respective
healthcare provisions.The crisis was proclaimed, a
hospital in Saudi Arabia was demolished by
assailants claiming to be government officials who
publicly butchered a doctor and a patient. There
was a clashing conflict between Saudi Arabia and
USA, ramifying in a controversial statement made
by Iraq stating that US is power quenching and is
intending to go to any extent disregarding all ethical
hindrances which was backed by Saudi Arabia. 
The session culminated with the moderated caucus
which accentuated the significance of mental health
and sundry countries were in favor.
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UNEGE
United Nations Entity for Gender Equality
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The second day of proceedings began
with every country elaborating on their
humanitarian rights with an emphasis
on gender equality. It was stated by
Brazil  that their nation has equal pay
rights which was contradicted by
statistical data from the EB wherein
they mentioned that Latina women are
paid way less compared to the males in
the country. 

Subsequently, the committee moved into a
moderated caucus to have a parliamentary
discussion on abortion rights and gender equality.
Eritrea stated that they recognize that the country is
driven by its traditions and culture which is
something the government is keeping in mind to
make developments to abortion rights. 
The session concluded with an unmoderated caucus
with the aim of coming up with a draft resolution.



ECOSOC

The Guest Speaker for ECOSOC was Mrs. Aparna
Kulkarni, who briefed everyone about the
‘Prevention of Foreign Exchange crisis’. She focused
on India having multilateral trade and how the geo-
political scenarios like the Russia Ukraine war may
affect it. Many crises were explained in detail like the
Asian Financial Crisis which saw the fall of ‘Asian
Tigers’, Argentine Crisis, and most importantly
India’s Forex Crisis. Crisis is like a hurricane - a
spiral which keeps on occurring. 
 She concluded by saying that, “It's not about who is
right or wrong but what is right or wrong.”

 Economic and Social Council 

AGENDA: Prevention and Resolution of foreign exchange market/crisis due to the global
events
DIRECTOR: Eesha Punjabi 
ASST. DIRECTOR: Divya Venkeshwar
MODERATOR: Khwaish Agarwal
REPORTERS: Sara Jadhav, Avani Jagtap
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Mriganka, Namita

The first committee session commenced with the
GSL, where the delegates addressed the economic
and social scenarios in their countries, followed by a
moderated caucus where the delegates briefed about
how the Russia-Ukraine war affected their
economies. The delegates also suggested certain
solutions to prevent the FOREX crisis. The second
half of the session gave way to a heated 1V1 debate
between India and Pakistan, with witty roasts and
fiery accusations.
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The second committee session of the day brought
about many insightful discussions regarding
sustainable and economic growth in various
countries. The day’s proceedings ended with a
wholesome entertainment session having some
cool confessions and a lot of dance.



ECOSOC
 Economic and Social Council 
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The day 3 proceedings began by passing resolutions for sustainable
development and economic growth. Soon the crisis was introduced by the
U.S President Joe Biden, who went against the China-Russia alliance and
announced the ‘digital dollar’.

 All the countries came up with
their own stance and ironically
the US claimed to be the
‘ambassador of peace’. India
took a neutral stance which
made the delegate of Zambia
say “Pretty Indian of you”. 

Syria impressed everyone by stating that “the Dollar is just a way for the US
to dominate the world. China was criticized for its contradicting statements. 



AIPPM

“The guest speaker for AIPPM, Mr. Sahil
Malhotra- a renowned advocate, endowed the
delegates with very valuable information on
the law of sedition. He specifically emphasized
the history and ambiguity of sedition laws. 
“The law of sedition has had a “chilling effect”
over the people since the pre-colonial era and
whether or not it is appropriate still remains in
the hands of the law makers.”

AGENDA: Revisiting the concept of Sedition and Nationalism with special emphasis on
Freedom of Speech and Expression
DIRECTOR: Sharanya Nair
ASST. DIRECTOR: Kirti Makhija
MODERATOR: Ruchi Shetty
REPORTERS: Saanvi Bhosale, Ojasvi Shahpurkar
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Ishna, Tanisha

All India Political Parties Meet

The first session began with a glaring attack
by Mehbooba Mufti according to whom the
BJP was demolishing democracy in India.
According to the BJP the sedition law of
IPC Section 124-A should be replaced by a
lighter alternative whereas, Congress was
of the opinion that India should entirely do
away with such a draconian law. 

The committee commenced with both the
BJP and Congress exchanging vistas and
pointing out each other’s frailty.
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AIPPM
All India Political Parties Meet
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The general speakers list was opened and the BJP-Congress altercations
continued. Owasi pointed out that although amends had been made to the
sedition law, it continued to be vague and ambiguous. 
The discussions of the committee
soon diverged from sedition and
colonialism to religion and
communalism. Both the parties
divaricated from reformation of the
law and rather aimed at defaming
each other. The only time the
digression of the committee was
addressed, was to bash the other
party. 

The delegates formed blocs to tackle the newly
emerged crisis on the JNU students’ protests
requesting for the beautification of Yakub
Memon's grave and for his ‘honorable mention’. 
 The blocs engaged in a fiery debate, tearing at
each other’s faces, trying to prove their points.  



CRIP

The Guest Speaker, Mr. Arun Singh said, "I have been
given this impossible task of talking about the Partition of
India in 30 minutes" He came up with extremely
interesting theories saying,"In politics, it is necessary to
work with your enemies just to keep your nation as a
whole." He later concluded by saying, "History actually
dwells in ‘what if" rather than ‘what happened.’"

AGENDA: Analyzing and Rewriting the Partition of India following the Independence from
the British Raj in 1947 after considering its reverberations
DIRECTOR: Dheer Kulkarni
ASST. DIRECTOR: Saurabh Verma
MODERATOR: Michelle Sequeira
REPORTERS: Jui Negandhi, Jaiee Shinde
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Mokasham, Saisha

Committee for rewriting India’s Past 
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The 1st session commenced with a banger
moderated caucus discussion on the topic of
Communal hatred fostered by British in
India which ultimately led to the partition
of India. The 2nd session commenced with
an extremely lively, interactive and
captious 4v4. 

Starting, for the argument we had Abul
Kalam Azad beginning,
"I wanna ask how long the DDLJ is
gonna go on for. Deceit us into thinking
you are working in our interest. DENY
us basic human rights.
LIE to get your way and separate us.
JUSTIFY arrests on baseless charges of
sedition." "AZAADI!!"



CRIP
Committee for rewriting India’s Past 
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The session started with the introduction of the
communique and the cabinet ministers appointed
by the British government. This was followed by
engaging discussions on how the Britishers owe
reparations to India and minorities should be
equally represented in parliament. 

These were midway
interrupted by a crisis. The
RSS had been proposed as an
organization to handle the
military which was met with 

rejection from a majority of members, with a continuous list of updates,
including the RSS being banned and Nathuram Godse being shot dead by
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi as a form of self defense. The committee
succcesfully passed a resolution which rewrote history to avoid the partition
of India and retain AKHAND BHARAT.



CCC

“This committee’s guest speaker, Ms.Shefali
Ramasubramanian, provided a global perspective with
respect to international relations, economies, policies,
etc. as an influence of the US and China’s actions. She
expressed strong opinions on climate change policies in
the hands of these superpowers.
“Both countries have the power to bring about a
change,'' she said.

BASIC STORYLINE: US and China: The Struggle for Dominance
DIRECTOR: Mehak Nahata
ASST. DIRECTOR: Reuben David
MODERATOR: Niharika Pandey
REPORTERS: Khushi Mundra, Vidhi Bhanushli
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Jay, Sivanand

Continuous Crisis Committee

The first crisis was announced- Anderson Cooper, an American
journalist visiting China regarding Uyghur genocide, had been put
under house arrest indefinitely. Fingers were pointed in China’s
direction for being Islamophobic. China defended itself by saying
that no credible sources verified this claim . 
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The committee commenced with the countries
voicing their concerns regarding the US-China
conflicts , which majorly affected smaller countries
dependent on the two nations.  

After a typical blame game between US and China, a solution
put forth by Joe Biden was passed. Anderson Cooper would be
released and China had to publicly accept that it was
Islamophobic. 



CCC
Continuous Crisis Committee
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“NAM has announced that they would be
eliminating India”- the first crisis of the day
started with the delegates stating their
stances on the Russia-Ukraine War.
Delegates expressed their sympathy towards
Ukraine and demanded that Russia should
be held accountable for its actions. 

Followed by a very ambiguous stance
taken by India, the Delegate of Russia
and India explored the hypothetical
situation in which they would both cut
ties with each other. 

Russia called out India on its ambiguity and the
fact that they remain only partially neutral, thus
justifying the reason India had been eliminated
from the NAM.



GCOSE
Global Convention for Outer Space Ethics 

Mr. Tushar Jadhav, an aerospace engineer, was the
guest speaker for GCOSE. He speculated about the
gravity that space holds in the future on a global
level, the use of satellites in defense mechanisms,
mass telecommunication, study of different planets
and their suitability for the sustenance of human
civilization. He also ventilated the various problems
faced due to use of satellites such as hacking,
invasion of privacy and use of high-end technology.  
In conclusion, he spoke about the international
space treaty which forms the basis of space law.

AGENDA: To reach an agreement regarding appropriate space exploration and innovation-
related practices with reference to the recent attempts at privatization of space
DIRECTOR: Kashvi Kandarthanda
ASST. DIRECTOR: Ipsita Nath
MODERATOR: Harsh Chandwani
REPORTERS: Shreya Shinde, Anushka Deolekar
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Adira, Tanya

GCOSE had a powerful discussion on
various topics, starting with the Russian
official who questioned the rights
enjoyed by the US on property-
ownership on Moon, followed by the
official requesting clarification on the US
decisions. 

With the US and China at each other’s
throats, the US official condemned the past
actions of China and Russia. The Swiss
added to this by debating with Russia about
the destroyed satellites.
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GCOSE
Global Convention for Outer Space Ethics 
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A satellite of SpaceX had exploded and the country
was unknown. The second day started off with the
introduction of this crisis. All the countries, including
the ones affected by this crisis, continued to blame
Russia for the destruction. Questions were raised on
the unethical practices and several claims were made,
which helped the delegate of the USA to corner the
delegate of Russia. 

The delegates tried to take down the delegates
of Russia and China. China, however, argued
that Elon Musk was guilty of defending
himself and Russia. All delegates were blamed
to be puppets of the USA, while Russia tried
to defend itself by acting as the victim in the
entire situation.
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The Delegate of Canada spoke for
most countries stuck between US and
China in this struggle for dominance
when he compared US-Canada
relations to “a broken marriage where
divorce is not an option. ” 
- CCC

The session apparently got too
boring for the delegate of Belarus
who got caught reading The
Tempest.
 - ECOSOC

Delegates are "not sure" of their
sources?
EB told Russia not to refer to
"Youtube videos" for their sources. 
- UNEP

ROASTS OF THE DAY !!!??REALLY

USA: *Proceeds to greet everyone
by saying “Vulnerable delegates of
countries and Russia”* 
 -GCOSESudan said that this is not a security

council for bringing up the points of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  Pakistan
countered saying, “This is not a story
telling council as well!” 
-ECOSOC

“No wonder the Sun never sets on the
British empire, even GOD wouldn’t 
 trust the English in the dark.’’ 
- Abul Kalam Azad, CRIP

Fast laughs: just some mun

scenes to leave you in splits



Fast laughs: just some mun

scenes to leave you in splits
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"The UNSC is a joke." 
- Russia, UNSC

"Can I make a point from heaven?"
Apparently now late President, Joe
Biden, USA
- CCC

ROASTS OF THE DAY !!!??REALLY

The delegate of Swiss federation
seemed to know more about the
Indian space history than the
delegate of India did.
 -GCOSE

"Please do not try to contact us
anymore"
-The EB of CCC

When asked to write a 4 liner
poem as an apology, the Ukrainian
delegate asked the Russian
President if they had had excessive
Russian vodka.
-UNSC &UNGA PLENARY
SESSION

"The arguments by the USA are so
irrelevant that it seemed as if they were
shooting a 'prank video'.”
-Guest delegate: Iraq, UNEP



A candescent closure 
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The culmination of an exhilarating sequence of
events dawned as the  7th edition of International
Singhania MUN inched towards its end with the
commencing of the most anticipated closing
ceremony. The program was initiated with the
embracing speech that welcomed the audience. The
eagerly awaited results and the felicitation of
participants was truly the highlight of the session.

Our acclaimed Director of Education and Principal,
Mrs. Revathi Srinivasan, present in absentia,
enlightened the audience with illuminating words of
insight and invigoration through her message, “Dear
delegates and faculty, at the end of these 3 days of
ISMUN I am sure each one of you would be
regretting that it is all getting over and the curtains
have to fall down, that they say all good things also
come to an end and for the next new and good 

 Mr. Narasimha Iyer, the ISMUN teacher in-charge, in his address
to the delegates appreciated their efforts and underscored to them
that the agendas discussed by them would help them positively in
future. In progression, there were numerous captivating
performances. They were ushered in by the fellow Sulonians of
grade 11th and 12th. Rapturing solos and duets were also
orchestrated that enchanted everyone present in the opulent
Malhar Hall. The events were accompanied by ‘midvibe’ and a
live band that played such melodious harmony that each present
in the audience chanted the songs in unison. The enthralling
experience terminated with the enriching and inspiring words of
the secretary general who proclaimed the 7th edition of ISMUN
officially closed.

thing to happen I wish all the students the very best. It has been a great learning experience
and that you have been able to express yourselves on issues that you are very close to. Good
luck to each one of you and we look forward to having you all again next year for our ISMUN.
To all the faculty and organizing committee, I would just like to say thank you and
congratulations for a beautiful event, so well set and very well planned. To each one of you
wishing you all the very best.” 
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closing ceremony; pictures

to pique your interest



Our Spectacular

Sponsors

India's first FM Radio RadioCity. Tune in to
18 radio stations, watch celebrity videos, catch
all FM Radio City shows online.

Team Adventure is the team of people who form the
foundation of our success.
They travel but they are not tour operators or travel agents.
They work with professionals but are not a consultancy firm.
They train corporate managers but are not a training college.
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Bhaago-Bindaas with Lokmat Maha Marathon
(AIIMS Certified), on 4th December 2022.
Don't Miss to be a part of this elite Marathon with
fantabulous and memorable experience

Timezone has established a strong foothold in more than
300 locations.The Timezone experience is ever changing;
growing to stay abreast of entertainment trends.
Established since 2004, Timezone is now recognised as
the one-stop interactive entertainment destination and a
cherished- bonding over fun-place for millions.

Singhania Quest Plus is India's largest online
learning platform! The online learning platform is
created to help students to get familiar with
innovative methods to practice. study, and
understand scholarly concepts.



Our Spectacular

Sponsors
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Casbah is the dream of a father that was turned into
reality by his sons. Together they started Casbah
from scratch and made it into a lavish boutique that
sells men's ethnic collections today.

Crossword Bookstore has always been the first
choice when it comes to books. It is completing 30
years on the 15th of October

Dr Batra's is the World's largest chain of homeopathic
clinics, with 300+ doctors and 200+ clinics the use latest
cutting edge and advanced technology

CA Suvarna Shenolikar founder of Brainstorming Chess
Academy. A Practicing Chartered Accountant since 15
years. FCA D.I.S.A (ICAI), B.Com by profession.

ASLEE BIKANERI!!

A new store now open in
Panchpakahdi, Thane!!


